
 

 
French Curriculum Map Lent Term 2024 

 
Year 1 La Fête des Rois - Give background information about Epiphany and the festival of the kings. 

Emotions – revisited 

Enjoying short story 
Chinese New Year 

Watching and Performing a simple finger rhyme. 
Easter - To learn about Easter traditions in other countries. 

 
Year 

2 
La Fête des Rois - Discuss Epiphany and the festival of the Kings. 
In the Fruit Shop - Identifying fruits, preparing and presenting a role play. 

Exploring Dance 
At the seaside 

Easter - To understand social conventions in France at Easter. 
 

Year 
3 

No French this Term 
 

Year 4 Accès Studio  

Saying what is in your school bag, identifying classroom objects. Using the indefinite article (un/une) and 
masculine/feminine nouns, plurals, including the indefinite article ‘des’ (some) and describing the classroom. 

Discussing likes and dislikes and talking about hobbies.   
 

 
Year 5 Studio 1 

Module 2, Au Collège.  
Talking about school subjects and asking questions, giving opinions and using adjectives. Describing a school. Telling the 

time and describing a school timetable.  
 

Year 6 Studio 1 

Module 2, Au Collège.  
Talking about school subjects and asking questions, giving opinions and using adjectives. Describing a school. Telling the 

time and describing a school timetable. Talking about food and using the partitive article. 
Year 7 Studio 1  

Module 4: Ma zone 



Talking about where you live using il y a.... and il n’y a pas de.... , giving and understanding directions, understanding 
when to use tu and vous, talking about where you go at the weekend, asking someone to go somewhere, saying what you 
can do somewhere using on peut + infinitive and describing a town or city. 

 
Module 5: 3 … 2 … 1 Partez! 

Talking about holidays, going out, buying food and drink and future careers. Grammar focus; reflexive verbs, near future 
and je voudrais + infinitive. 

Year 8 Studio 2 Rouge 

 
Continued exam preparation and Studio 2 Rouge Module 2 and 3; Using the perfect tense to talk about a trip away, talking 

about character, relationships, opinions and using the past, present and future tenses. Talking about music, agreeing, 
disagreeing and giving reasons. Talking about clothing, style and passions.  
    

Revising CE topics for Mock exams and role plays 
  

Grammar topics for Assessment – modal verbs, the near future, perfect tense with avoir and être and negatives.  
 


